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"For constitutional purposes, there is no 

difference between •.. on the one hand ... 

seizing and holding a car before presenting 

the probable cause issue to a magistrate, 

and ... on the other hand ..• carrying out an 

immediate search without a warrant. Given 

probable cause to search, either course is 

reasonable under the Fourth Amendment." 

Robert W. Hemphill 

U.S. District Judge 

South Carolina 
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LARCENY 

Larceny is stealing. It is a common law crime, 

for which a penalty has been provided by the General 

Assembly of South Carolina (10 years). The larceny 

of something of a value of less than $50 is a lesser 

offense defined by statute as petit larceny, and is 

punishable by imprisonment for 30 days or a fine of 

$100. 

Grand larceny (theft of something valued at $50 

or more) is a felony (Section 16-11, 1962 Code of 

Laws of South Carolina, as amended), punishable under 

the laws of South Carolina by imprisonment of 3 months 

to ten years (Section 17-552). 
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NOTES FROM WHARTON'S CRIMINAL 

LAW AND PROCEDURE, ANDERSON 

DEFINITION 

Larceny is the wrongful or fraudulent taking and 

carrying away by another person of the personal property 

of another, from any place, with a fraudulent intent to 

deprive the owner of his property. It is an offe~se 

against the right of property or possession. It may be 

committed in any place, public or private, as in a high

way, in the dwelling of the owner, or on the high seas. 

The offense is defined by statute in a number of 

jurisdictions, sometimes in language merely declaratory 

of the common law, and sometimes in language more 

inclusive than the common-law definition, so as to 

include acts amounting to embezzlement, obtaining property 

under false pretenses, and similar offenses, which are 

ordinarily distinguishable from common-law larceny. 
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A statute merely denouncing as grand larceny the 

felonious taking of designated personal property, 

classified according to valuation and by specific 

designation, leaves the elements of the offense of 

larceny in other respects to be defined as at common 

law. 

GRADES OF LARCENY 

At common law, larceny was divided into two 

grades, grand and petit, the criterion being the 

value of the property taken. 

In a number of states a distinction is made in 

terms of the value of the property taken, in some 

instances the names of petit and grand larceny being 

retained to describe the distinction made. In other 

states the classification based solely on the value 

of the property is replaced by a distinction in terms 

of the nature of the property taken, or the place 

from which the property is taken, or the fact that 
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the property is taken from the person of the victim, 

while under some statutes the value and nature of the 

property are both considered in determining the grade 

of the offense. 

In some jurisdictions, the distinction between grand 

and petit larceny has been abolished, although even in 

jurisdictions where the statutes do not grade the 

offense in such terms, the punishment prescribed and the 

grade of the offense as a misdemeanor or a felony may be 

dependent upon the value of the property taken. 

DETERMINATION OF VALUE 

In distinguishing between grand and petit larceny 

when the classification rests on value, the rules for 

establishing value in civil cases have been held 

applicable. Unless admitted by the defendant, the 

value of the property stolen must be proved as a fact, 

and is to be determined by the jury. 

In the case of common articles having a market 

/ 
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value, the courts have usually rejected original cost 

and any special value to the owner personally, and 

have declared the proper criterion to be the price 

which the subject of the larceny would bring in open 

market -its "market value" or its "reasonable selling 

price" at the time and place of the theft, and in the 

condition in which it was when the thief commenced 

the acts culminating in the larceny. 

Under certain circumstances, as when the things 

taken have no market value at the place where taken, 

or when market value at such place is not definitely 

ascertainable, the market value of the articles may 

be ascertained with reference to other places nearby 

and in like situation. If the property has a market 

value at the time and place where it is stolen, that 

value is the criterion as opposed to the value at a 

distant market. 

When the price is regulated by the government, 

the price so set by the government is not controlling 
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in determining the market value of the property for 

the purpose of determining the degree of larceny. 

It may therefore be shown by evidence that the market 

value was greater than t he price set by the government, 

and therefore the taking of such property constituted 

grand larceny. 

In the absence of government regulation of price, 

the defendant is not permitted to show that the market 

value is not the true value, as by claiming that the 

market value had been artificially enhanced by an 

illegal monopoly or restraint of trade, or because 

the market was dominated or corttrolled by a particular 

company. 

The value of property of a kind adaptable to 

difference uses is properly ascertainable by a 

consideration of its market value for any and all of 

the uses to which it may be adapted, In case the 

subject of the larceny has no market value, its actual 

worth or value has been declared the proper criterion 
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of value for the purpose under consideration, and 

replacement cost of the property may be considered 

in the absence of evidence of its market value. 

In determining the value of stolen property, the jury 

may properly consider whether it had increased above 

its original cost because of wartime scarcity. 

When fence wire is removed from a fence, its 

value unattached is the proper criterion, not its 

value when attached to the fence. 

In the case of larceny of money delivered to the 

thief for a particular purpose, the actual value of 

such money, rather than the net loss to the owner 

ascertained by deduction of amounts returned to him 

as a part of the fraudulent transaction, is deter

minative of the grade of the offense. 

Rules for valuing various specific kinds of 

property for the purpose of determining the grade of 

the offense involved in appropriating such property 
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have been established. The criterion of value for 

the purpose of fixing the degree of larceny of 

automobile license plates is the cost of the privilege 

of operating the car under such plates, as evidenced 

by the fee paid to the state, and not the intrinsic 

value of the plates as evidenced by the cost of metal 

and manufacture. It is held, for example, that the 

sale, and not the cost, price, is to be considered 

in determining the value of gas or water stolen from 

the mains of a public utility. 

When there is one continuing transaction so that 

the larceny, although consisting of the taking of 

several different articles, may be considered as one 

crime, the aggregate value of the property taken is 

to be used in determining the grade of the offense, 

but if several distinct larcenies have been committed, 

as from different places, the grade of the offense 

must be determined by the value of the property taken 

by a distinct larceny. 
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When one intending to steal several articles at 

the same time and place is apprehended before the 

completion of the theft, he cannot be convicted of a 

higher grade of the offense than that warranted by 

the value of the articles actually taken before such 

apprehension. Theft of a higher grade cannot be made 

out by adding to such value the value of an article 

which he is attempting to steal when caught, but over 

which he has not yet acquired dominion or control. 

On the other hand, the entire value of all t?e property 

appropriated in the commission of a single offense 

determines the grade of the crime notwithstanding the 

taker intended to divide the booty with his confederates. 

SINGLE OR MULTIPLE LARCENIES; 

SAME OWNER 

When two or more articles of property are stolen 

by the defendant from the same owner at the same time 

under circumstances that are larcenous as to the 

articles, it is held that but one larceny has been 
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committed rather than a group or series of larcenies. 

It is sometimes necessary to determine, when 

several articles are stolen on ~ifferent occasions 

over a period of time, whether such series of acts or 

takings constitute a single offense of larceny, the 

question having most frequently arisen with respect 

to whether the accused was guilty of grand larceny 

or merely a series of petit larcenies, and in other 

cases with respect to the question whether a count in 

the indictment properly charged a single offense or 

several offenses. With respect to property stolen 

from the same owner and from the same place by means 

of a series of successive takings, it has been held 

or stated that if each taking is the result of a 

separate, independent impulse or intent, each taking 

is a separate crime. 

On the other hand, when it appears that the 

successive takings are actuated by a single, continuing 

criminal impulse or intent or are pursuant to the 
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execution of a general larcenous scheme, it has been 

held or stated that such successive takings constitute 

a single larceny, regardless of the extent of the time 

which may have elapsed between each taking. It may be 

noted that some of the decisions are couched in terms 

of "continuous transaction" without specific reference 

to intent, but it is apparent that the theory is the 

same. 

If several articles are taken from the same place 

as the result of a single purpose or impulse, the mere 

fact that from convenience or necessity the thief 

makes several trips to carry them away does not trans

form the offense from a single one to separate and 

distinct larcenies. 

When the defendant taps or removes gas, electricity, 

oil, or water as a continuous operation, it is held 

that he commits but one larceny, and not a series of 

larcenies. 
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ROBBERY 

Robbery is also a common law crime involving 

stealing, but it is different from larceny in that 

the theft is committed from the person of the victim 

or in his presence, and is accomplished by force or 

threat of force or violence •.. or by putting the victim 

in fear. The value of money or goods taken makes no 

difference in the crime of robbery. Robbery is a 

crime against the person as well as the property 

taken. 

Punishment for robbery in South Carolina is 3 

months to 10 years (Section 17-552), unless certain 

deadly weapons are used in the robbery ... in which 

case the possible penalty is 25 years (Section 16-333). 
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NOTES FROM WHARTON'S CRIMINAL 

LAW AND PROCEDURE, ANDERSON 

DEFINITION 

Robbery is the unlawful taking of property of 

any value from the person or in the presence of 

another by means of force or by putting him in fear. 

Assault and larceny are essential elements of the 

crime of robbery. It is, however, an offense against 

the person. 

In the absence of statutory modification, the 

constituent elements of the offense o~ robbery are 

(1) a felonious taking, (2) accompani~d by an 

asportation, of (3) personal property 'of value 

(4) from the person of another or in his presence, 

(5) against his will, (6) by violence or by putting 

him in fear, (7) animo furandi. 
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STATUTORY CHANGES 

A number of states have adopted statutory 

definitions, some of which merely restate the common 

law, while others make a variety of minor modifications 

or extensions to the common law. Even when the 

language of the statute has been varied sufficiently 

to sustain, by a literal interpretation, a narrower 

definition, courts generally have refused to presume 

that the legislature intended to change the nature of 

the crime as understood at common law. 

In addition to general statutory definitions of 

robbery, it is common to specify particular forms of 

robbery, sometimes for the purpose of subjecting them 

to a more severe punishment. Statutes specifically 

apply to robbery in terms of the identity of the owner 

of the property, as personal property owned by the 

United States, the place where the offense is committed, 

as in a bank, a bank vault, a train, or on a highway; 

or the means by which the offense is committed, as 
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with an accomplice, when armed, when armed with deadly 

or dangerous weapons, or by means of violence. An 

unloaded gun or pistol generally is recognized as a 

dangerous weapon within the meaning of statutes 

creating the crimes of robbery, or assault with intent 

to rob, while armed with a dangerous weapon, although 

a contrary rule prevails in some jurisdictions. When 

a statute penalizes the offense of armed robbery it 

is sufficient that the robber at the time of the 

robbery was in possession of a weapon. It is not 

necessary that actual use or any particular use was 

made of the weapon. Robbery by "holdup," although 

originally applied to the stopping and robbing of 

traveling parties, is now applied to robbery in general 

by the use of force or putting in fear. 

Frequently the crime of robbery is divided by 

statute into two or more degrees or grades, with 

different punishments, according to the means by which, 

or the circumstances under which, the offense is 

committed. In some jurisdictions robbery is divided 
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into degrees in terms of whether a deadly weapon was 

employed. 

Robbery is an infamous crime, notwithstanding it 

may, by statute, be punished, in the discretion of 

the trial court, by imprisonment in jail, as in the 

case of a simple misdemeanor. 

RELATED OFFENSES 

The crimes of extortion, false pretenses, and 

larceny are distinguishable from robbery primarily 

by the absence of force and violence, the victim's 

consent, or the lack of fear. Thus, extortion 

usually is distinguished by the fact that the property 

is obtained with the consent of the possessor, whereas 

robbery demands that it be taken against the will and 

without the consent of its possessor. False pretenses, 

unlike robbery, involve the obtaining of property 

through the perpetration of a fraud rather than through 

any violence or intimidation. Larceny, although an 

~~ 
I 

J 

,, 

~ 
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essential element of the offense of robbery, is 

distinguished primarily on the basis of the violence 

which precedes or accompanies the taking. The 

presence of violence, actual or constructive, is an 

essential ingredient of robbery, but not of larceny. 

Thus, robbery is a compound or aggravated larceny, 

composed of the crime of larceny from the person with 

the aggravation of force, actual or constructive, 

used in the taking. Larceny is further distinguished 

by the fact that, unlike robbery, the property need 

not be taken from the person or in the presence of 

another. 

Piracy is robbery, or a forcible depredation, 

on the high seas, without lawful authority, and done 

animo furandi, and in the spirit and intention of 

universal hostility. It is substantially the same 

offense at sea as robbery on land. 

Robbery must also be distinguished from an 

assault with intent to rob, and an attempt to commit 

robbery. 
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THE ACT 

IN GENERAL 

The actual taking and asportation of some of the 

victim's personal property is an essential element of 

robbery. In other words, there must first be a 

1 arceny - a felonious taking. 

As in larceny, there must also be an asportation 

or carrying away of the goods. Severance of the goods 

from the possession of the owner and absolute control 

of the property by the taker, even for an instant, 

constitutes an asportation. It is not necessary, 

however, that the defendant move the property any 

particular distance, or that he retain it, or escape 

with it. 

Secrecy or concealment of identity is not 

essential to robbery. 
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It is not necessary that the accused literally 

take the property with his hands. 

FROM PERSON OR PRESENCE OF ANOTHER 

The general rule is that it is essential, in 

order to constitute robbery, that the property in 

question be taken from the person of another, or 

from his possession or his presence. An actual 

physical removal of the property from the person of 

the victim is not required, and it is sufficient if 

the property be taken from the presence of the victim. 

An object is deemed within the presence of a person 

when it is within his area of control. 

The preposition "from," as used in defining the 

offense, does not convey the idea of contact or 

propinquity of the person and property, nor that the 

property is in the actual or immediate presence of the 

person. Hence the offense may be committed when the 

property, though not in the immediate presence of the 
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owner, is under his control, as in another room of 

the house, or in another building on his premises. 

In this connection, it is to be noted that 

"possession" when used alone in connection with 

robbery is to be deemed to include mere custody. 

It is therefore robbery to take jewelry from a store 

clerk, money from a gas station attendant, or to take 

money of the employer held by his clerk. 

The crime of robbery is complete as soon as the 

robber unlawfully and by means of force or fear gains 

possession of the movable property of another in the 

presence of its lawful custodian and reduces it to 

i 
his manual possession. Robbery is committed when a 

thief puts a man in fear, and then in his presence 

drives away his cattle, or takes his goods, or 

intimidates the owner into opening his desk or safe, 

from which the defendant then takes papers. It is also 

deemed robbery if the accused by force compels the 

victim to leave the place or the room where the money 
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or property is present and then, in the victim's 

absence, takes the money or property. The accused 

also commits robbery when with a pistol he threatens 

to kill the victim and compels him to leave the 

accused's presence to procure money and property for 

the accused, which when procured, are delivered to 

the accused, while the victim is still in fear of 

death. The fact that the accused and the victim were 

separated for a short interval does not affect the 

character of the offense as robbery since the victim 

was acting under the fear of harm threatened by the 

accused. 

FORCE AND FEAR 

It is essential that the defendant accomplish 

the taking of the property by means of force or 

violence or by intimidating or putting the victim in 

fear. The requirement is stated in the disjunctive 

so that the offense is committed if either force or 

fear is present though not both. The disjunctive 
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statement of either force or fear is commonly restated however, must be more than is needed to move the 

by statute. Thus it is possible to be guilty of property from its original to another position, that 

robbery of a person knocked unconscious before he is, it must be more force than that which is required 

realized that the defendant intended to rob him or to effect the asportation or carrying away of the 

to use force. If fear exists, it is not necessary property. The force may be either actual or 

that there be any force a ctually asserted nor any constructive. Thus, the administration of intoxicants 

touching of the victim. or drugs for the purpose of obtaining money has been 

held to be an exercise of force sufficient to 

FORCE constitute robbery, although taking property from an 

unresisting drunken person who does not know that he 

Although force or actual force, as distinguished is being victimized is not robbery. In some cases, 

from constructive force, implies personal violence, the term constructive force is applied to cases of 

the degree of force used is immaterial, so long as it threatened force in which the victim has followed the 

is sufficient to compel the victim to part with his directions or commands of the defendant from fear of 

property. Any struggle to obtain the property, any his threats. In such cases, it would appear that the 

injury to the victim, or any resistance on his part courts have used the term "constructive force" 

which requires greater counterattack to effect the synonymously with "threatened force," as contrasted 

taking, is ordinarily regarded as sufficient to with applied force. 

satisfy the requirement. The same is true if the 

force used, although insufficient actually to frighten Generally, a mere pretext of legal authority does 

the victim, surprises him into yielding. The force, not supply the constructive force, intimidation, or 
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putting in fear which in the absence of actual force 

is essential to constitute the offense of robbery. 

If, however, in addition to impersonating an officer, 

the thief enforces his demands by use of physical 

force or threats to inflict bodily injury, it is 

robbery. Even when a legal arrest has been made, if 

the officers utilize their authority to intimidate 

the victim and by force and violence take his property, 

it is robbery. 
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FLEMING'S NOTEBOOK 

~:~ ...... - ~ 
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FLEMING'S NOTEBOOK ... Chapter 102: 

INTERVIEWS OF PRISONERS 

WITH NEWS MEDIA REPORTERS 

The United States Supreme Court has held that 

custodians of prisons and jails are not required by 

the Constitution to permit news reporters to inter

view prisoners ••• even when such interview is requested 

by the prisoner and desired by the news reporter. 

Pell v. Procunier, June 24, 1974, 42 LW 4998. 

The California Department of Corrections had a 

rule permitting visits to prisoners by family, clergy, 

lawyers, and friends of prior acquaintaince ... but 

forbidding face-to-face interviews of prisoners by 

the press. Three news reporters and four California 

State prisoners sued to have the rule declared 

unconstitutional. 

It was argued for the reporters that the 
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Constitutional guarantee of 'freedom of the press' 

required permission for them to interview prisoners; 

and, for the prisoners, that the 'freedom of speech' 

guarantee required that they be permitted to express 

their views personally to reporters. 

Justice Potter Stewart, writing the opinion of 

the Court, stated that some freedoms guaranteed to 

persons outside a prison must be given up for the 

sake of prison discipline and operation when that 

person enters prison. California prisoners were 

permitted reasonable mailing privileges, said the 

opinion, and visits from family, friends, clergy, and 

lawyers were permitted. This was sufficient to 

satisfy 'freedom-of-speech' guarantees. Justice 

Stewart said: 

"In Procunier v. Martinez we could find no 

legitimate governmental interest to justify 

the substantial restrictions that had there 

been imposed on written communication by 
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inmates. When, however, the question involves 

the entry of people into the prisons for face-

to-face communication with inmates, it is 

obvious that institutional considerations, 

such as security and administrative problems, 

as well as the accepted and legitimate policy 

objectives of the corrections system itself, 

require that some limitation be placed on such 

visitations. 

"So long as reasonable and effective means ~ 

communication remain open and no discrimination 

in terms of content is involved, we believe~ 
that, in drawing such lines, 'prison officials 

must be accorded great latitude'." 

/ 

/ / 

/ 

/ / 
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WARRANTLESS EXAMINATION 

OF OUTSIDE OF AUTOMOBILE 

When good reason exists to believe that an 

automobile was used in a crime, that automobile may 

be impounded by police officers from a public parking 

lot, towed to a police garage, and the exterior parts 

of the car examined for such things as accident 

damage, paint scrapings, and tire tread patterns •.. 

all without a warrant. So said the United States 

Supreme Court on June 17, 1974, in a decision entitled 

Cardwell v. Lewis, 42 LW 4928. 

Radcliffe was found on a riverbank in Ohio dead 

of shotgun wounds, his car nearby, where it had 

apparently been pushed in an effort to dispose of it 

in the river. Fresh tiremarks of another car were 

found nearby. Foreign paint scrapings were found on 

a fender of Radcliffe's car. 

Investigation narrowed to Lewis, who owned a car 
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similar to one seen driving away from the murder 

scene, and whose car was of a color similar to paint 

scrapings found on Radcliffe's fender. 

Lewis went voluntarily to the police station 

for questioning, leaving his car in a public parking 

lot nearby. Police arrested Lewis for w1rder before 

he left the station. They then went to the parking 

lot, impounded Lewis' car, towed it to a police 

impoundment area ... and there, without a warrant, took 

paint scrapings from a fender and made a cast of a 

tire tread. Both were used in evidence at Lewis' 

trial, at which he was convicted. 

On appeal, Lewis argued that police should have 

obtained a warrant before seizing his car and search

ing it. 

The Supreme Court ruled that it was not unreason

able for police to impound Lewis' car from a public 

parking lot without a warrant, since they had probable 
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cause to believe the car had been used in the murder, 

and that an examination of the outside of the car ..• 

paint scrapings and tire treads .•. did not amount to 

a 'search' of the vehicle. The evidence was properly 

admitted. 

RIGHT OF SUSPECT TO 

COUNSEL AT LINE-UP 

Liquor store robbery ..• suspects found in motel 

room and arrested a short time later. A line-up 

was conducted at the station-house immediately, 

before an arrest warrant was issued ..• no lawyer 

present. 

Lawyer's presence was not required before 

issuance of arrest warrant (initiation of judicial 

proceedings). Parker v. Oklahoma, 491 F2d 515. 
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DELAY IN EXECUTING 

SEARCH WARRANT 

A 10-day search warrant for drugs was executed 

on the 6th day after issuance ... it's validity 

was questioned on the ground there was no reason for 

the delay. Reason given was that earlier execution 

would have betrayed the agent who made the 'buy'. 

Federal Court ruled the reason sufficient. The 

search was valid, even tho it could have been made 

earlier. US v. Wilson, 491 F2d 724. 

INVENTORY SEARCH 

OF MOTOR VEHICLE 

Driver of automobile was placed under lawful 

arrest, and wrecker was called to tow his car to 

garage. Search of open parts of inside of car 

(inventory search) was made. Counterfeit bills 

found underneath front seat of car. Search was 

proper. US v. Ducker, 491 F2d 1190. 
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TIME REQUIRED BEFORE 

FORCIBLE ENTRY BY OFFICERS 

Officers, having good cause to believe suspect 

in house was 'cutting' heroin, knocked on door of 

house, stated who they were, then waited three 

seconds before making forcible entry. This was 

sufficient time for the officers to wait. 

Sabbath v. US, 391 US 585. 

UNJUSTIFIED STOP 

OF SUSPECT CAR 

In early morning hours, officer in squad car 

saw driver and passenger in passing car looking at 

police car in nervous manner. Suspect car was not 

speeding, and the officer had no 'probable cause' to 

stop it. He did stop it, however, on pretext of 

checking driver license and registration. Contraband 

was in plain sight on back seat. 
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RULING: Police may not use pretext of license 

check to stop suspicious vehicle unless there are 

facts to warrant investigation. Fact that occupants 

appeared to be nervous is not sufficient cause to 

stop for investigation. US v. Carter, 369 f.Supp. 26. 

Evidence suppressed. 

30 ••• EFM 
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